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Stop Signs

Determining Traffic
Control
Each year, the City of Murrieta receives many
inquiries about installing stop signs. However,
research shows that other measures are often more
effective than adding more stop signs. A stop sign is
a valuable and effective control device when used at
the right place and under the right conditions.
The City of Murrieta is required by ordinance to

Purpose of Stop Signs
Stop signs are installed at intersections to provide

Most drivers have no intention of violating traffic

safe and efficient traffic flow by assigning who has

regulations. Most stop sign violations occur when an

the right-of-way. Stop signs function best when

unreasonable restriction is imposed. In such cases,

motorists perceive a convincing reason to come

the stop sign can create a false sense of security in a

to a complete stop to avoid possible conflicts such

pedestrian and an attitude of contempt in a motorist.

as heavy cross traffic, pedestrians, or a visibility
limitation.

Speed Control Device

Control Devices (MUTCD). These well-developed,

A common misuse of stop signs is to disrupt through

nationally recognized guidelines help to indicate

traffic either by causing it to stop or by causing

when such controls become necessary. The MUTCD

such an inconvenience as to force the traffic to use

identifies specific traffic and pedestrian volumes,

other routes. At intersections where stop signs are

accident history, and any unusual conditions, which

inappropriately installed as “speed breakers,” there

must be present at the intersection before traffic

is a high incidence of intentional violation. At those

control devices may be installed.

intersections where vehicles do stop, the speed
reduction is effective only in the immediate vicinity

Public understanding of the function of stop signs

of the stop sign and frequently speeds are higher

is one of the most critical elements in reducing

between intersections to make up for lost time. The

speeding and traffic accidents. The following

MUTCD reiterates that stop signs should not be used

information explains the City’s policies on traffic

for speed control.

control at City maintained intersections.

The best solution to reduce stop sign violations is to
only install stop signs where they are warranted.

Misuse of Stop Signs

comply with the Federal Manual on Uniform Traffic

control and the consequences of misuse of stop

Stop Sign Violations

Improper Installation
Stop signs that are perceived as “nuisance stops”
may have a low rate of compliance and may not
improve intersection safety. Also “nuisance stops”
may divert traffic to nearby streets that are not
designed for through traffic.
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